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ABSTRACT

Field experiences are components of any teacher education program in which pre-service teachers learn how to teach in real situations. This study sought an understanding of 33 fifth year pre-service science teachers’ struggles with and learning about teaching science during their one-year field experience. This qualitative study based on an interpretative paradigm was drew upon written reflections, focus group interviews and observations of seminar sessions. Data analysis was inductive involving categorical aggregation, followed by a search for data correspondence and patterns to bring it to conclusion. Problematic issues for most of pre-service science teachers were unclear learning outcomes in lesson plans, rarely probing students’ prior knowledge, classroom management, and misconception in science concepts. Despite the struggles they experienced, pre-service science teachers had learned and broadened their pedagogical content knowledge. The recognitions of patterns of pre-service science teachers’ struggles and learning could be seen to be a basis for reflecting on and rethinking about the components of science teacher preparation program.
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บทคัดย่อ

การศึกษาระบบการเรียนรู้เป็นองค์ประกอบหนึ่งที่สำคัญของหลักสูตรการผลิตครูซึ่งทำให้นักศึกษาสามารถได้เรียนรู้ประสบการณ์จริง งานวิจัยนี้มุ่งมั่นที่จะศึกษาการเผชิญปัญหาและการเรียนรู้ของนักศึกษาประสบการณ์วิชาชีพครูวิทยาศาสตร์จำนวน 33 คน ระหว่างการศึกษาประสบการณ์วิชาชีพ 1 ปี โดยใช้ระเบียบวิชาชีพวิทยาศาสตร์ที่กำหนดความเกี่ยวข้องตามหลักสูตรที่กำหนดความคิดของนิสิต การเตรียมความพร้อม และการสัมผัสการกับประสบการณ์ทั้งหมด นักเรียนที่มีวิธีการเรียนรู้โดยใช้กระบวนการอุปนิสิตเพื่อจัดกลุ่มข้อมูลและการสัมผัสทั้งหมดของข้อมูลเพื่อสรุปประเด็น ผลวิจัยพบว่าประเด็นปัญหาที่นิสิตเผชิญในระหว่างการศึกษาประสบการณ์วิชาชีพครูวิทยาศาสตร์การเรียนรู้ไม่ชัดเจนในการวางแผนจัดการเรียนรู้ การสำรวจความรู้วิทยาศาสตร์ มีปัญหาในการควบคุมชั้นเรียน และนิสิตมีแนวคิดคลาดเคลื่อนในเนื้อหาวิทยาศาสตร์อย่างไรก็ตามขณะศึกษาประสบการณ์วิชาชีพ นิสิตได้เรียนรู้และพัฒนาความรู้ในเนื้อหาตามหลักสูตรการผลิตวิทยาศาสตร์ออกไป
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INTRODUCTION

In many teacher preparation programs, field experience is a key component that attempts to bridge academic coursework and the realities of classroom teaching (Beeth and Adadan, 2006). Field experience is considered as a place where pre-service teachers learn how to teach a particular content topic to specific students in real classrooms. Based on a social-constructivist perspective, field experience offers pre-service teachers opportunities to construct or reconstruct their own knowledge and beliefs through support and guidance from knowledgeable persons (Watson, 2006), collaboratively working with other people such as cooperating teachers, supervisors, parents, other pre-service teachers and others (Bell and Gilbert, 1994; Watson, 2006), and reflecting on their own and other’s ideas (Abell and Bryan, 1997). Pre-service teachers also have opportunity to actually work with students which serves as the preparatory activity before they assume the full responsibilities of an in-service teacher. In school atmosphere, pre-service teachers can negotiate classroom management, school policies, organization, lesson planning, and their own positions within the social structure of the schools.

In the context of Thai teacher education, field experience is a highlight in a five-year teacher education program. Since 2004, a four-year teacher program has been refined to be a five-year teacher education program deeming as a new hope for improving quality of Thai teachers. Based on the program, pre-service teachers are intended to develop their pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) (Shulman, 1986) and bring this kind of knowledge in real situations. Pre-service teachers are also expected to implement constructivist-based teaching strategies as suggested by the National Education Act (Office of the National Education Commission, 1999). To realize those expectations, pre-service teachers are required to take a four-year coursework and a-year-long field experience in schools. The extension of the fieldwork duration to an entire year for pre-service teachers to obtain better understanding of teacher’s roles, curriculum development and implementation, as well as student’s growth promotion.

Since a five-year teacher education program was first offered, there has been a lack of research on its success, especially in regard to field experience. Unlike, the four-year program, this kind of research was found comprehensive. It was found that in a four-year program pre-service teachers had difficulties in interpreting the learning standards from the curriculum documents, and perceived misunderstanding of the concepts, principles, and processes involving in a learner-centered teaching approach (Faikhamta and Roadrangka, 2005). As attention paid to a whole year of pre-service science teachers increased, the present study was seen that it was a challenge to investigate what pre-service science teachers struggled with their teaching and what they learned about teaching specific science contents. It was hoped that the research findings would eventually be used to further the refinement of the current science teacher education program response to the national learning reform.

Research questions

1. What problems related to teaching science did the fifth year pre-service science teachers encounter during a-year-long field experience?

2. What did the fifth year pre-service science teachers learn about teaching science during a-year-long field experience?

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A qualitative research procedure based on an interpretive paradigm (Patton, 2002) was used to build a phenomenological account of teaching practice as experienced by pre-service science teachers. As a researcher, I viewed educational environments such as classrooms and schools as a complex world. I thus believe that an interpretive methodology can provide appropriate directions to conduct the research in order to reach the answers...
to the research questions.

Context of the study

The participants in this study were 33 fifth year pre-service science teachers enrolling in a 5-year teacher education program at Kasetsart University, Thailand. During the final year, they spent an entire year or two semesters of 18 weeks in local primary or secondary schools. The pre-service teachers were expected to teach science for 8-12 hours a week and to conduct science extracurricular activities in the first semester, and to do classroom action research in the second semester. Their teaching was supervised by university supervisors and school cooperating teachers at least four times a semester.

Data collection and analysis

In order to understand pre-service science teachers’ struggles with and their learning about teaching science, multi-method evaluations were used throughout the research process. The methods included reviewing of written reflections in logbooks, observation of seminar sessions and focus group interviews. Logbook was the main source of data. It was designed to engage pre-service teachers to reflect on and discuss their knowledge, learning and problems from field experience.

To analyze data, data from written reflections in logbooks, field notes and interview transcripts were combined in order to enhance validity (Patton, 2002). In the first step, I began with a particular incident from pre-service science teachers’ written reflection in logbooks and transcripts of seminar discussion. Then identified indicators for the categories of “struggles” or “learning” and coded them on documents. Sub-categories such as learning about teaching strategies, probing techniques were identified and coded thereafter. These codes were compared among their consistencies and differences. The consistencies between codes revealed tentative categories. In the second step, incidents were compared to initial versions of categories. New incidents were considered whether they exhibited the category properties. In the last step, categories and their properties are reduced, refined, and finally linked together to formulate themes to explain the meaning of data.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

Struggles with teaching science

Through written reflection in their logbooks, pre-service science teachers were asked to reflect on their problems, struggles and comments both from cooperating teachers and supervisors about their teaching. Table 1 includes several emergent themes and coded on “struggle” across all pre-service science teachers’ reflective statements. Pre-service science teachers reported that during their field experience they had faced many obstacles in teaching science. Especially at the beginning of their field experience, several pre-service science teachers were concerned with designing and organizing activities when they planned their lessons. It was quite difficult for them to think of how to write expected learning outcomes and how to begin and sequence learning activities. Some reflected that learning outcomes they intended to reach were too general and did not show what science concepts or skills the students were expected to obtain.

In teaching practice, many pre-service science teachers were challenged by the complexity of teaching and student learning. They generally felt that they rarely probed student prior knowledge at the beginning of the lesson. Even though some asked questions at the stage of lesson introduction, those questions did not related to science concepts they were going to teach. When they asked student questions, they accepted or rejected student answers and then went to another concept, rather than asking students to give reasons. They thought that asking further questions took time, so they seldom paid attention to student conceptions. Additionally, some pre-service science teachers reflected that they struggled to ask students content-specific questions. They asked students questions, but most of questions
Table 1  Pre-service science teachers’ struggles identified during student teaching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding category</th>
<th>Specific struggle</th>
<th>Exemplar of reflective statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lesson planning</td>
<td>Unclear and not specific learning outcomes</td>
<td>(As the supervisor suggested)...my lesson plans was not clear. It had to be improved and the learning outcomes should be more content - specific. (F051)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching strategies</td>
<td>Rarely probing students’ prior knowledge</td>
<td>After teaching, I found that I didn’t ask students questions to elicit their prior knowledge on what they knew about rock and properties of igneous rock, sedimentary rock, and metamorphic rock. (F011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rarely focusing on science process skills</td>
<td>As the supervisor suggested, I did not focus on science process skills when I taught. Students could not formulate hypothesis, identify variables and even understand objectives of the experiment. (F011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seldom further probing or asking questions</td>
<td>As I brought my supervisor’s suggestion about further probing students’ conceptions into the classroom, I found that it took time. (F61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using difficult questions</td>
<td>I found myself using very difficult questions, and sometimes the questions were not related to each other. So students were confused and could not answer my questions. (F21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom management</td>
<td>Inappropriate classroom management techniques</td>
<td>I didn’t know appropriate techniques in managing my classroom. So my big deal is classroom management. (F81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content knowledge</td>
<td>Inappropriate organizing science concepts</td>
<td>(As my supervisor suggested)...science concept was not clear. It’s not clear what concept I taught or what the key concept in the lesson. ...I taught many concepts at the same time. So it confused students.(F11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time management</td>
<td>Interruption of school extra activities</td>
<td>School has many activities while I have many topics to teach. So most teaching strategies I used was lecture. (F21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

were quite difficult for students to answer.

Classroom management was another problematic issue for the pre-service science teachers. They found it difficult to think about techniques to cope with students’ misbehavior, especially in a diverse group of students in a classroom. They reported that students especially whose academic ability was below average and sat at back of the classroom did not pay attention to their learning activities. Those students could not answer or seldom responded to their questions, only those of high performance understood what were taught. The pre-service science teachers discussed the fact that a number of students in each class had also affected their classroom management. Since each classroom had forty to sixty students, it was difficult for them to assign students into a group of four members.

Another concern was the limitation of science conceptual understanding. Some pre-service science teachers discussed that science concepts were too complex and difficult for them. They felt that they held misconception for many science
concepts. This concern inhibited them to choose key concepts and design learning activities. They noted that when planning the lesson, they put many science concepts in one topic, so they could not appropriately sequence science concepts they were going to teach.

The final pre-service science teachers’ struggle was time management. Throughout their teaching practice, pre-service science teachers discussed that there were many extra school activities that affected the timetable of their teaching and they could not teach as planned. They mostly coped with this by omitting some science concepts, and changing the hands-on experiment activities to lectures. With the limitation of time, they explained science concepts by writing on the blackboard, instead of preparing hands-on activities for students.

Learning about teaching and learning science

In this section, the teachers’ learning about teaching and learning science during field experience is addressed. Despite the struggles they experienced, the pre-service science teachers also noted several themes emerged and coded as “learning” as shown in Table 2. These learning included more understanding of lesson planning, teaching methods, student learning, classroom management and using learning materials. Many pre-service science teachers reported that they had learned how to write a good lesson plan. As they mentioned in logbooks, the correct form of lesson plans should include learning outcomes, concepts, teaching and learning process, learning materials and evaluation. Particularly, some indicated that learning objectives or learning outcomes in the lesson plans should cover cognitive, science process skills, scientific attitude and attitudes towards science.

Another learning theme expressed by a significant number of pre-service science teachers was teaching techniques. The pre-service science teachers became to realize the importance of conducting hands-on activities, probing student prior knowledge, asking questions, and concluding lesson. In some cases, they confronted with new ideas and knowledge. For instance, when they provided students opportunities to conduct hands-on activities, their students became more interested and participated in learning science. So the pre-service science teachers claimed that hands-on activity was important to science teaching and learning. Pre-service science teachers’ learning was supported by cooperating teachers and university supervisors. For example, they noted that they had learned how to introduce the lesson from specific feedback and advice from their cooperating teachers and supervisors.

Even though pre-service science teachers had struggled with lesson introduction at the beginning, they improved and developed their teaching as suggested by cooperating teachers and supervisors. Pre-service science teachers thought that probing student prior knowledge should be conducted at the beginning of the lesson rather than asking students what topics they were going to learn. They also found that timing delay was very important. When they gave students time to think, they could understand more about students’ ideas and conceptions.

Pre-service science teachers counted understanding their student learning characteristics as their knowledge gained from their student teaching experiences. They described that being a teacher in the real classroom help them know the characteristics and abilities of their students. Understanding individual characteristics led them to think how to design teaching and learning activity, responsively.

Classroom management was another important specific learning. Pre-service teachers reflected that using cooperative learning and group work techniques could help them control their classrooms. Some reported that at the beginning of teaching, they had problem with classroom management. Even though they asked students to work in groups, their students did not want to work with their peers. When the time passed, the students would be familiar with working cooperatively and understand their roles. The final learning theme was learning materials. Pre-service science teachers reflected that providing learning
materials could encourage students’ learning and attention. They became aware that effective learning materials should help students understand an abstract science concept. So, they thought that concrete learning materials such as pictures and household apparatus needed to be prepared prior to teaching and use in learning activities.

Table 2  Pre-service science teachers’ learning identified during field experiences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding category</th>
<th>Specific learning</th>
<th>Exemplar of reflective statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lesson planning</td>
<td>Components of lesson plans</td>
<td>I’ve learned correct form of lesson plan. The lesson plans should include content, learning outcomes, concepts, teaching and learning process and evaluation. Detail in each topic is different. The student teaching made me improve and develop lesson planning. (F02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching techniques</td>
<td>Hands-on activities</td>
<td>I’ve learned that in teaching and learning science, students have to do hands-on activities because it can interested students more in science. (F05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lesson introduction</td>
<td>I’ve learned from my supervisors’ suggestion that lesson introduction should be related to science content by probing students prior knowledge rather than asking students what topics they are going to learn. (F13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questioning</td>
<td>I spent much more time to wait for students’ answers. I gave them time to think. I asked them individually which I think it took more time than asking all students at the same time. But I think this way is better, it can help me know whether my students understand or not. (F23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student learning</td>
<td>Individual differences</td>
<td>I’ve learned that students in my classroom have low, moderate and high ability, so I have to use a variety of classroom management techniques. I’ve learned that as a teacher, this is my responsibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom management</td>
<td>Asking students individually</td>
<td>If we can remember students’ name, the students would be proud of themselves and this can help me to control the classroom and decrease students’ misbehaviors. (F 61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group work and cooperative learning</td>
<td>It’s quite difficult for students to be a member in a mixed-ability group which they were not familiar with. But later, they understood and could work with their peers cooperatively and properly. So, it’s easy for me to manage the classroom. (F21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning materials</td>
<td>Preparation of learning materials and apparatus</td>
<td>If I asked students to prepare or bring materials or household chemicals from home, they would be more interested in the activities. They were eager to participate in and enjoyed learning activities. (F22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study contributes understandings about pre-service science teachers’ struggles with and learning about teaching science during their one yearlong student teaching. The findings illustrated that some themes of “learning” were similar to those of “struggles”. Since field teaching experience is complex in nature, pre-service science teachers might face problems and learn from those problems at the same time through “reflection on” and “reflection in” their teaching (Abell and Bryan, 1997). Most Pre-service science teachers had struggles in bringing their pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) (Shulman, 1986) in teaching practice (Davis and Petish, 2005; Beeth and Adadan, 2006; Sadler, 2006). Despite the struggles they experienced, the pre-service science teachers also noted several themes of their learning. Their learning included writing learning outcomes in lesson plan, doing hands-on activities, engaging lesson, asking question, making lesson conclusion, being aware of individual differences, asking students individually, assigning group work and cooperative learning, and providing learning materials (Beeth and Adadan, 2006; Watson, 2006).

The findings of this study confirm the notion that a direct experience in teaching is a key element in teacher education program (Sadler, 2006). Field experience has a significant role in assisting the pre-service teachers gain the expertise and confidence in their content-specific teaching. Since pre-service teachers have learned from their cooperating teachers, supervisors and even their students, they could improve and develop their teaching. Cooperating teachers and university supervisors should collaboratively share ideas about pre-service teacher’s learning and problems and give them comments by focusing on content-specific teaching (Abell and Bryan, 1997). Importantly, the cooperating teachers, university supervisors, or other stakeholders may use the findings of this study as information to guide their supervision.

Future research could investigate developing pre-service science teachers’ ability to do classroom action research. The research could aim to explore how classroom action research on the teaching impact pre-service science teachers’ teaching practice. Conducting classroom action research could be an effective tool to help pre-service science teachers reflect on their teaching practice, so it could encourage their understanding of teaching and learning in both theory and actions. This type of future research could provide data about an effective practice and guide the preparation of high quality science teachers.
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